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2 High Performance ComputingThe processing capabilities of single processors, despite the substantial increaseachieved in the last years, is not high enough to cope with the rising demandobserved in in several �elds of science and engineering. For that reason, HPC hasbeen relying more and more on the exploitation of concurrent tasks in the pro-grams which can be executed in parallel on computer systems with multiplicityof hardware components. Several types of computer architectures are availablefor this purpose [1, 2]:1) Superscalar Processors are single processors able to execute concurrentlymore than one instruction per clock cycle. Its e�ciency depends on the ability ofcompilers to detect instructions that can be executed in parallel. They are usedin high performance workstations and in some multiprocessor systems. Examplesof superscalar processors are the IBM Power2, DEC Alpha, MIPS R10000, etc.2) Vector Processors are processors designed to optimize the execution ofarithmetic operations in long vectors. These processors are mostly based onthe pipeline architecture. Almost all of the so called supercomputers, like theones manufactured by Cray, Fujitsu, NEC, etc., are based on powerful vectorprocessors.3) Shared Memory Multiprocessors are machines composed of several proces-sors which communicate among themselves through a global memory shared byall processors. Some of these machines have a few (2-16) powerful vector proces-sors accessing high speed memory. Examples of such architectures are the CrayT90 and J90 families. Others, like the SGI Power Challenge, may have a larger(up to 32) number of less powerful superscalar processors.4) SIMD1Massively Parallel Machines are composed of hundreds or thou-sands of relatively simple processors which execute, synchronously, the sameinstructions on di�erent sets of data (data parallelism) under the command ofcentral control unity.5) Distributed Memory Multicomputers are machines composed of severalpairs of memory-processor sets, connected by a high speed data communicationnetwork, which exchange information by message passing. The processors have arelatively high processing capacity and the number of processors may be large (2-1024). Owing to the possible high number of processors, this type of architecturemay also be referred to as massively parallel. Examples of multicomputers arethe IBM SP-2, Cray T3D/3E, Intel Paragon, etc.6) Heterogeneous Network of Workstations may be used as a virtual par-allel machine to solve a problem concurrently by the use of specially devel-oped communication and coordination software like PVM and MPI [3]. Fromthe point of view of applications development, this computer system is similarto the distributed memory multicomputers but its e�ciency and reliability isusually inferior. On the other hand, the possibility of using idle workstations,already available in a company for other purposes, as a virtual parallel machineis attractive from a an economical point of view.1 Single Instruction Stream Multiple Data Stream



The development of applications on the HPC architectures described abovemay follow di�erent programming paradigms and procedures. Parallelism canbe exploited at one ore more granularity levels ranging from instruction-level(�ne grain parallelism) to subprogram-level (coarse grain parallelism). Super-scalar and vector processors, as well as SIMD machines, are more adequate toinstruction level parallelism while multiprocessor and multicomputer architec-tures adapt better to subprogram parallelism. Coarse grain parallelism can beimplemented using the shared memory architecture of multicomputers or themessage passing paradigm used in multicomputers and network of workstations.The �rst model is conducive to programs easy to develop and maintain butshared memory multiprocessors are usually more expensive and less scalablethan multicomputers. For that reason, HPC manufacturers have been trying todevelop smart operating systems that could mimic a shared memory environ-ment on a physically distributed memory system. The detection of parallelismin the code is mostly performed manually by the applications developers. Auto-matic detection of parallelism is still a challenge for HPC except in the case ofsuperscalar and vector processors.The gain obtained in moving an application to a parallel computer is mea-sured in terms of the speedup and e�ciency of the parallel implementation com-pared with the best available sequential code. Speedup is de�ned as the ratiobetween the execution time of the best available sequential code in one proces-sor of the parallel machine to the time to run the parallel code in p proces-sors. E�ciency of the parallelization process is de�ned as the ratio between thespeedup achieved on p processors to p. In the early stages of applications de-velopment for parallel computers these two indexes were almost exclusively thedeterminants of the quality of parallel algorithms. As more parallel machinesbecame commercially available, and practical applications begin to be actuallyimplemented, other aspects of the problem started to become important. Forinstance, the cost/performance ratio (Mops/$; Mops=106 oating point op-erations per second) attainable in real-life applications. In other cases, althoughspeedup and e�ciencies are not so high, the implementation in a parallel machineis the only way to achieve the required speed in the computations.3 Potential Areas for HPC ApplicationsThe major impact of HPC application in power systems may occur in prob-lems for which conventional computers have failed so far to deliver satisfactoryperformance or in areas in which the requirement of more complex models willdemand extra computational performance in the future. Another possibility isin the development of a new generation of analysis and synthesis tools exploit-ing the potential o�ered by modern computer technology: intelligent systems,visualization, distributed data basis, etc. Some candidate areas are commentedin the following.



3.1 Real-time ControlThe complexity and fast response requirement of modern Energy ManagementSystem software, particularly the components associated with security assess-ment, make this area a potential candidate for HPC use [4, 5]. In most of thepresent implementations of security control functions only static models are con-sidered. This de�ciency imposes severe limitations to their ability of detectingpotentially dangerous situations in system operation. The consideration of dy-namic models, associated with the angle and voltage stability phenomena, re-quire a computational power not yet available in power system computerizedcontrol centers. Even considering only static models, problems like security con-strained optimal power ow are too demanding for the present control centerhardware. Taking into consideration the present trend towards a distributedarchitecture in control center design, the inclusion of parallel computers as num-ber crunching servers in this architecture may o�er a possibility to attend thishigh computing requirement. Another possibility would be the utilization of thecontrol center network of workstations as a virtual parallel machine to solveproblems requiring computational power above the one available in each of theindividual workstations.3.2 Real-time SimulationThe capacity to simulate the dynamic behavior of the power system, taking intoconsideration electromechanical and electromagnetic transients, in the same timescale of the physical phenomena, is of great importance in the design and testingof new apparatus, control and protection schemes, disturbance analysis, train-ing and education, etc. [6]. Real-time simulation can be performed using analogdevices (reduced model or electronic devices) or digital simulators. Hybrid sim-ulators combine these two type of simulation technique. Digital simulators aremore exible and smaller in size due to the processors very large scale integrationtechnology. Another advantage of digital simulators is the facility to manipulateand display results using sophisticated graphical interfaces. For a long period,analog simulation was the only way to obtain real-time performance of fastphenomena in practical size systems. The progress in digital hardware technol-ogy, however, is changing this scenario: massively parallel computer systems arenowadays able to deliver the computer power necessary to drive fully digital orhybrid real-time power system simulators. In this type of application, the highperformance computer must be dedicated to the process owing to the need tointerface it physically to the equipment being tested.3.3 OptimizationPower system is a rich �eld for the application of optimization techniques. Prob-lems range from the classical economic dispatch, which can be modeled straight-forwardly as a non-linear programming problem and solved by gradient tech-niques, to the stochastic dynamic programming formulation of the multireservoir



optimization problem. Other interesting and complex problems are the transmis-sion and distribution network expansion planning and contingency constrainedoptimal power ow, to cite only the most reported studies in the literature. Inmost of these problems, a realistic formulation leads to highly nonlinear rela-tionships, nonconvex functions, discrete and integer variables, and many otherill-behaved characteristics of the mathematical models. Some of these problemsare combinatorial optimization problems with exponential increase in computerrequirement. Another di�culty always present is high dimension: problems in-volving thousands of constraints are quite common.Most of the problems formu-lations are adequate for the application of decomposition techniques what allowse�cient utilization of parallel computers in their solution. Recently, heuristicsearch optimization techniques, like Simulated Annealing, Genetic Algorithms,Evolutionary Computation, etc., have been proposed to solve some of these prob-lems. These techniques, also, present great potential for e�cient implementationon HPC platforms.3.4 Probabilistic AssessmentThis type of power system performance assessment is becoming more and moreaccepted as practical tools for expansion and operational planning. Some stud-ies involving probabilistic models, like the composite reliability assessment ofgeneration-transmission systems, require great computational e�ort to analyzerealistic size power system even if only simpli�ed models are used such thatstatic representation, linearization, etc. [7, 8]. The inclusion of more realisticmodels make the problem almost intractable in present conventional computers.On the other hand, most of the methods used in such calculations (Monte Carlosimulation, enumeration techniques, etc) are adequate for massively parallel pro-cessing. This is one of the most promising areas of HPC application to powersystems.3.5 Intelligent Tools for Analysis and SynthesisPower system operational and expansion planning require a time consumingand tedious cycle of scenario data preparation, simulation execution, analysisof results, and decision to choose other scenarios. A complete study involvesseveral di�erent types of simulation software (power ow, transient stability,electromagnetic transients, etc.) not well integrated and compatible. Presentday software tools, although taking advantage of some of the modern computerfacilities like graphic interfaces and integrated data bases, does not fully exploitall the hardware and software resources made available by the computer industry.Taking into consideration the scenario depicted in the introduction of thispaper, it is believed that the power system computational tools of the future willneed to ful�ll the following requirements:{ Robustness to cope with analysis of stressed systems;{ Friendliness to relieve engineers from routine work;



{ Integration to broad the engineers ability of analysis;{ Learning capability to automatically accumulate experience;{ Fast response to speed up analysis and decision making.Robustness can be achieved by better modeling and robust algorithms speciallydeveloped to cope with analysis of extreme operating conditions. Friendlinesscan be greatly improved by the use of the highly sophisticated visualizationtools presently available provided that the power system engineers could �nde�cient ways to synthesize graphically the results of power system studies. Inte-gration and learning capabilities can be achieved by the use of intelligent systemstechniques like Expert Systems, Arti�cial Neural Networks, Fuzzy Logics, etc.The integration of all these computational tools to perform studies in large scalepower system models would certainly need a HPC environment to achieve therequired fast response. A visual summary of the structure of such computationaltool is shown in Figure 1.�� ���� ���� ��IntelligentSystems RobustAlgorithmsHigh Performance Computing EnvironmentVisualizationToolsFig. 1. Power system computational tool of the future4 Literature ReviewThis section reviews the main areas of HPC application to power systems prob-lems. The review is not meant to be exhaustive. Only areas in which a substantialamount of work has been published or areas that, in the author's opinion, has agreat chance of becoming relevant in the near future, are covered.4.1 Simulation of Electromechanical TransientsThe simulation of electromechanical transients has been one of the most studiedareas of application of HPC in power systems. This interest comes from the pos-sibility it opens to real-time dynamic security assessment and the developmentof real-time simulators. The mathematical model usually adopted in this kind



of simulation consists of a set of ordinary non-linear di�erential equations, asso-ciated to the synchronous machine rotors and their controllers, constrained bya set of non-linear algebraic equations associated to the transmission network,synchronous machine stators, and loads [9, 10]. These equations can be expressedas: _x = f(x; z) (1)0 = g(x; z) (2)where f and g are non-linear vector functions; x is the vector of state variables;and z is the vector the algebraic equations variables.In the model de�ned in (1) and (2), the di�erential equations representingone machine present interaction with the equations representing other machinesonly via the network equations variables. From a structural point of view, thismodel can be visualized as shown in Figure 2: clusters of generators are con-nected by local transmission and subtransmission networks and interconnectedamong themselves and to load centers by tie-lines. In the sequential computercontext, several solution schemes have been used to solve the dynamic simula-tion problem. The main di�erences between these schemes are in the numericalintegration approach (implicit or explicit) and in the strategy to solve the dif-ferential and algebraic set of equations (simultaneous or alternating). Implicitintegration methods, particularly the trapezoidal rule, have been mostly adoptedfor this application. The most used schemes are the Alternating Implicit Scheme(AIS) and the Simultaneous Implicit Scheme (SIS)[9].������������g gg g g g BCAG GGG G GgG gGgGppp p p p pppFig. 2. Dynamic Simulation Model DecompositionThe di�culties for the parallelization of the dynamic simulation problem inthe AIS are concentrated on the network solution. The di�erential equationsassociated with the synchronous machines and their controllers are naturallydecoupled and easy to parallelize. On the other hand, the network equationsconstitute a tightly coupled problem requiring ingenious decomposition schemesand solution methods suitable for parallel applications. The SIS also requiresthe parallel solution of linear algebraic equations sets in every integration step,with di�culties similar to the ones described for the AIS.



A basic numerical problem in both simulation schemes, as well as in severalother power system problems, is the parallel solution of sets of linear algebraicequations. Direct methods, like LU factorization, have been dominating this ap-plication on conventional computers. Several schemes for the e�cient solution oflinear algebraic equations on vector computer have also been proposed [11, 12, 13]in the context of power system simulation. In most of these schemes, only thesubstitution phase of the direct methods are vectorized. If parallel computersare considered, however, the hegemony of direct methods is no more guaran-teed. In several other engineering and scienti�c �elds, parallel implementationsof iterative methods have shown superior performance. Among the most success-ful iterative methods are the ones belonging to the Conjugate Gradient (CG)category [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The parallelization of the network equations solu-tion requires the decomposition of the set of equations in a number of subsetsequal to the number of processors used in the simulation. An adequate decom-position is fundamental to the success of the parallel solution and need to takeinto consideration factors like computation load balancing, convergence rate ofthe iterative algorithms, etc. [19].In the last decade or so, several parallel methods were proposed for thesolution of the dynamic simulation problem. In the following sections, some ofthese methods are reviewed.Spatial Parallelization Methods in this category exploit the structural prop-erties of the the equations to be solved in each integration step of the conventionalsimulation schemes (AIS or SIS). Four methods are briey described below:1) The Parallel VDHN [20] consists in a straightforward parallelization of theVery Dishonest Newton Method (VDHN), applied to the SIS, simply identifyingtasks that can be performed concurrently and allocating them among the pro-cessors. This method was implemented on the parallel computers Intel iPSC/2(distributed memory) and Alliant FX/8 (shared memory) and tests performedwith the IEEE 118 bus and US Midwestern system with 662 buses. The resultsshow speedups slightly superior for the iPSC/2 with a strong saturation withthe increase in the number of processors. The maximum obtained speedup was5.61 for 32 processors (e�ciency = 17.5%).2) The Parallel Newton-W matrix Method [21] uses a parallel version of theSparse Matrix Inverse Factors [22] in the SIS. The method was tested on theshared memory Symmetry parallel computer and the same test systems used inthe work cited in the previous item. The results show a worse performance ofthis method when compared to the parallel VHDN with an slowdown of 10% to30% depending on the chosen partitions.3)The Parallel Real-Time Digital Simulator [23] is based on the AIS using thetrapezoidal integration method. One processor is associated to each network bus.The di�erential equations corresponding to each generator and its controllers aresolved on the processor assigned to the bus in which the generator is connected.The network equations are solved by a Gauss-Seidel like method also allocatingone equation to each processor. Therefore, the number of processors required



to perform the simulation is equal to the number of network buses. Reportedresults with a 261 buses network, on a 512 node nCube parallel computer, showthat the required cpu time is not a�ected by the system dimensions. However,it is doubtful weather this property can be kept valid for larger system takinginto consideration that the number of iterations required by the Gauss-Seidelalgorithm increases considerably with system size. This approach exhibits lowspeedup and e�ciency measured by the traditional indexes. However, its impactin the power system research communitywas considerable as it has demonstratedthe usefulness of parallel processing in solving a real world problem.4) The Hybrid CG-LU Approach [14, 16] is based on the AIS, the decom-position of the network equations in a Block Bordered Diagonal Form (BBDF),and a hybrid solution scheme using LU decomposition and the CG method.The equations are solved by Block-Gaussian Elimination in a two phase scheme:�rstly, the interconnection equations are solved by the CG method; secondly, anumber of independent sets of equations, corresponding to the diagonal blocksof the BBDF, are solved by LU factorization one in each processor. This methodhas the disadvantage of applying the CG method to a relatively small systemof equations (interconnection block). Owing to the BBDF characteristics, theinterconnection matrix is usually well-conditioned. However, the use of a Trun-cated Series preconditioner improves the performance of the method. Resultsof experiments performed with this method, as well as with other simulationmethods based on the CG's methods, are presented in a later section of thispaper.5) The Full CG Approach [16] solves the network equations as a whole by ablock-parallel version of the Preconditioned CG method. The network matrix isdecomposed in such a way that the blocks in the diagonal are weakly coupled toeach other, i.e., in a Near Block Diagonal Form (NBDF). The NBDF is equivalentto the decomposition of the network in subnetworks weakly coupled. A block-diagonal matrix, obtained from the NBDF neglecting the o�-diagonal blocks, isused as a preconditioner.Waveform Relaxation This method [24, 25, 26] consists in the decompositionof the set of equations describing the power system dynamics into subsystemsweakly coupled and to solve each subsystem independently for several integra-tion steps to get a �rst approximation of the time response. The results are,then, exchanged and the process repeated. The advantages of this method arethe possibility of using di�erent integration steps for each subsystem (multi-rate integration) and to avoid of the need to solve large sets of linear algebraicequations. However, the di�culty to obtain an e�cient decomposition of thedi�erential equations set is a major drawback in the practical application of thismethod.Space and Time Parallelization This class of methods follows the idea in-troduced in [27] in which the di�erential equations are algebrized for several



integration steps, called integration windows, and solved together with the alge-braic equations of this window by the Newton method. Two methods are brieydescribed below:1)The Space and Time CG Approach [16] uses two versions of the CGmethod(Bi-CG and Bi-CGSTAB), suitable for asymmetric sets of linear equations, tosolve the resulting set of equations which presents a stair-like coe�cient matrix.The parallelization process follows a natural choice: the equations correspondingto each integration step are assigned to di�erent processors. Therefore, a numberof integration steps equal to the number of processors available in the parallelmachine can be processed concurrently. A block-diagonal preconditioning ma-trix, derived from the coe�cient matrix, was found to be e�ective for both CGmethods.2) The Space and Time Gauss-Jacobi-Block-Newton Approach [28, 29] usesa slightly di�erent formulation of the waveform relaxation concept. The dis-cretization of the di�erential equations is performed for all integration stepssimultaneously resulting in an extremely large set of algebraic equations. Ina �rst work [28], this set of equations was solved by a parallel version of theGauss-Jacobi method with a poor performance. In a second work [29], a methodcalled Gauss-Jacobi-Block-Newton Approach was used with better results. Thismethod consists, essentially, in the application of the VDHN method to the equa-tions associated to each integration step and, then, to apply the Gauss-Jacobiglobally to all integration steps. Both works present results only for simulationsof parallel implementation.Conjugate Gradient Approach Results The Hybrid CG-LU, Full CG, andSpace and Time CG methods described above [14, 16] were tested using dif-ferent test systems, including a representation of the South-Southern Brazilianinterconnected system with 80 machines and 616 buses. The tests were per-formed on the iPSC/860 computer and in a prototype parallel computer usingthe Transputer T800 processor. Despite the di�culties in parallelizing this ap-plication, the results obtained in these tests showed a considerable reduction incomputation time. The CG methods presented adequate robustness, accuracy,and computation speed establishing themselves �rmly as an alternative to di-rect methods in parallel dynamic simulation.Moderate e�ciencies and speedupswere achieved, particularly in the tests performed on the iPSC/860, which arepartially explained by the relatively low communication/computation speed ra-tio of the machines used in the tests. It is believed that in other commerciallyavailable parallel machines, the studied algorithms will be able to achieve higherlevels of speedup and e�ciency.4.2 Simulation of Electromagnetic TransientsIn the usual model of the power network for electromagnetic transient simulation,all network components, except transmission lines, are modeled by lumped pa-rameter equivalent circuits composed of voltage and current sources, linear and



non-linear resistors, inductors, capacitors, ideal switches, etc. These elements aredescribed in the mathematical model by ordinary di�erential equations whichare solved by step-by-step numerical integration, often using the trapezoidal rule,leading to equivalent circuits consisting of resistors and current sources [30].Transmission lines often have dimensions comparable to the wave-length ofthe high frequency transients and, therefore, have to be modeled as distributedparameter elements described mathematically by partial di�erential equations(wave equation). For instance, in a transmission line of length `, the voltage andcurrent in a point at a distance x from the sending end, at a time t, are relatedthrough the following equation:�@E(x; t)@x = L @I(x; t)@t +R I(x; t) (3)�@I(x; t)@x = C @E(x; t)@t + GE(x; t) (4)where E(x; t) and I(x; t) are p � 1 vectors of phase voltage and currents (p isthe number of phases); R, G, L and C are p � p matrices of the transmissionline parameters.The wave equation does not have an analytic solution in the time domain,in the case of a lossy line, but it has been shown that it can be adequately rep-resented by a traveling wave model consisting of two disjoint equivalent circuitscontaining a current source in parallel with an impedance in both ends of theline as shown in Figure 3. The value of the current sources are determined bycircuit variables computed in past integration steps (history terms).���� ����A B-����� ����A Bg g66IHA IHBFig. 3. Transmission Line ModelThis model is nicely structured for parallel processing: subnetworks of lumpedparameter circuit elements connected by transmission lines, representing a groupof devices in a substation for instance, can be represented by sets of nodal equa-tions that interface with other groups of equations by the variables required tocalculate the current sources in the transmission line equivalent circuits. Theexploitation of this characteristic of the network model, in the partitioning ofthe set of equations for parallel processing, often correspond to a geographicalmapping of the power system onto the multiprocessor topology as shown belowfor a two subnetwork example:�GA 00 GB � �EAEB �+ �FA(EA)FB(EB)� = � ISAISB �+ � ILAILB �+ � ICAICB �+ � IHAIHB � (5)



where GA and GB are conductance matrices related to linear branch elements;FA and FB are non-linear functions related to non-linear branch elements; EAand EB are vectors of the unknown node voltages; ISA, ISB are nodal currentinjections corresponding to independent sources, ILA, ILB , ICA , ICB are the nodalinjection currents related to the equivalent circuits of inductors and capacitors,and IHA , IHB are the nodal current injections present in the transmission linemodels.Since IS(t) is known and IH (t), IL(t), and IC(t) depend only on termscomputed in previous integration steps, EA(t) and EB(t) can be computed in-dependently in di�erent processors. The computation of the terms ISA(t), ISB(t),ILA(t), ILB(t), ICA (t), and ICB (t) can also be executed in parallel, since the equationsrelated to branches in a particular subnetwork depend only on nodal voltagesbelonging to the same subnetwork. However, the term IHA (t) depend on the pastterms IHB (t � � ) and EB(t � � ), as well as IHB (t) depend on the past termsIHA (t � � ) and Ea(t � � ). Since such terms have already been evaluated in pre-vious integration steps, the processors must exchange data in order to each onebe able to compute its part of the vector IH (t).Several parallel implementations of the electromagnetic transients simulationmethodology described above are reported in the literature. In [31], [32], and[33], prototypes of parallel machines based on di�erent networks of Transputerprocessors were used for these implementations, with excellent results in termsof speedup for some realistic size test systems. In [34], the implementation isperformed on a workstation based on a superscalar computer architecture (IBMRISC System/6000 Model 560). The results obtained in this implementation, formedium size systems, indicate the possibility of achieving real-time simulation.4.3 Small-Signal StabilityPower system oscillations are the result of insu�cient damping torque betweengenerators and groups of generators. This situation may arise as a consequenceof heavily loaded lines, weak interconnections, high gain excitation systems, etc.Oscillations caused by small disturbances, like the normal load variation, mayreach amplitudes high enough to cause protective relays to trip lines and gener-ators which in turn causes partial or total system collapse. This type of problemcan be studied using linearized versions of the power system dynamic modelgiven by (1) and (2). The great advantage of this approach is the possibility ofthe performance assessment of control schemes without time simulation. This as-sessment is conducted through linear control systems analysis methods. A largescale numerical problem resulting from the application of these techniques is thecomputation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors associated with the state matrix ofthe linearized system model [10].A linearized version of (1) and (2) at an operating point (x0; z0) is given by�� _x0 � = �J1 J2J3 J4 � ��x�z � (6)



where J1; : : : ; J4 are Jacobian matrices evaluated at the linearization point. Thepower system state transition equation can be obtained eliminating�z from (6):� _x = (J1 � J2J�14 J3) �x = A �x (7)where A is the system state matrix whose eigenvalues provide information onthe local stability of the nonlinear system. E�cient algorithms to obtain thedominant eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A for large scale systems do not requirethe explicit calculation of this matrix [35]. These algorithms can be directlyapplied to (6), named the augmented system, whose sparse structure can be fullyexploited to reduce both cpu time and memory requirements. These methodsrequire repeated solutions of linear equation sets of the form [36]:�J1�qI J2J3 J4 � �wv �(k) = � r0�(k) (8)where w; v are unknown vectors; q is a complex shift used to make dominant theeigenvalues close to q; I is the identity matrix; r is a complex vector; and k isthe iteration counter. These sets of equation are independent and their solutioncan be obtained concurrently on di�erent processors. This property make theeigenvalue problem well suited for parallel processing.In the work reported in [36] and [37], algorithms for the parallel solution ofthe eigenvalue problem for small-signal stability assessment, using the above for-mulation, are described and the results of tests with models of a large practicalpower systems are presented. A �rst investigatory line of research was based onthe parallelization of the Lop-sided Simultaneous Iterations method [36]. Theobvious parallel stratagem used was to carry out each trial vector solution on adi�erent processor. Results obtained in tests performed on the iPSC/860 parallelcomputer, using two large scale representations of the Brazilian South-Southerninterconnected power system, presented computation e�ciencies around 50%.A second approach to the problem uses a Hybrid Method [37] resulting fromthe combination of the Bi-Iteration version of the Simultaneous Iteration al-gorithm and the Inverse Iteration method. The Hybrid algorithm exploits thefast eigenvalue estimation of the Bi-Iteration algorithm and the fast eigenvectorconvergence of the Inverse Iteration algorithm whenever the initial shift is closeto an eigenvalue. In the Inverse Iteration stage, the Hybrid algorithm allowsperfect parallelization. The results obtained indicate a superior performance ofthis method both in terms of computation speedup and robustness. In [38], it isdescribed a new method for partial eigensolution of large sparse systems namedthe Refactored Bi-Iteration Method (RBI). A parallel version of this methodwas tested using the same test system and parallel computers cited above andthe results indicate a possible advantage of using the RBI method in the parallelcomputation of eigenvalues.4.4 Security Constrained Optimal Power FlowThe Security Constrained Optimal Power Flow (SCOPF) is usually formulatedas a nonlinear programming problem of the form [4, 39]:



minz0;zi f(z0) (9)subject togi(zi) = 0; i = 0; :::; n (10)hi(zi) � 0; i = 0; :::; n (11)�(ui � u0) � �i; i = 1; :::; n (12)where zi = [ui xi]T is a vector of decision variables, the components of whichare the vectors of state or dependent variables (xi) and the vector of controlor independent variables (ui); z0; :::; zn corresponds to the base case (z0) andpost-contingency con�gurations (zi; i = 1; :::; n), respectively; f is the objectivefunction which depends on the particular application; gi is a nonlinear vectorfunction representing the power ow constraints for the ith con�guration; hi isa nonlinear vector function representing operating constraints such as limits online ows or bus voltages for the ith con�guration; �(:) is a distance metric;and �i is a vector of upper bounds reecting ramp-rate limits. Typical prob-lems involves, for each con�guration, around 2000 equality constraints and 4000inequality constraints. The number of di�erent post-contingency con�gurationsconsidered (n) may reach several hundreds. An e�cient way of deal with thehigh dimensionality of the problem de�ned in (9) to (12) is by the use of decom-position techniques [39].One of �rst proposed decomposition techniques for the SCOPF is based onthe Benders approach [40]. In this method, the problem is divided into a mas-ter problem (base case) and subproblems (post-contingency con�gurations). Thesolution approach starts solving the base case optimization problem (i = 0) andtesting weather this solution satis�es the subproblems constraints (i = 1; :::; n).If necessary, corrective rescheduling is performed in the subproblems. If allsubproblems are feasible, then the overall problem is solved. In the case thatrescheduling alone is not able to relieve constraint violations in the subproblems,then linear inequality constraints, known as Benders cuts, are incorporated tothe base case and the process starts again.In the Benders decomposition approach to SCOPF, the n + 1 subproblemsassociated with base case and the post-contingency states are independent ofeach other and can, therefore, be solved in parallel. These subproblems are looselycoupled since the amount of information exchanged between the base case andeach subproblem is small compared with the local processing e�ort. This facthas been exploited in the work reported in [41] in synchronous and asynchronousimplementations of an algorithm for the solution of a linearized version of (9) to(12). In these implementations, one of the available processors solves the basecase while the others solve the subproblems. In the synchronous case, the masterproblem is idle when the subproblems are being solved, and vice-versa, whichleads to a low e�ciency use of the multiprocessor system. In the asynchronouscase, the latest information available in the subproblems is communicated to themaster problem enhancing the use of the processors and, therefore, the overall



e�ciency of the process. E�ciency up to 82 % has been reported in a test systemwith 504 buses, 880 circuits, and 72 controllable generators. The parallel machineused was a common-bus 16 cpu system (iAPX-286/287 processor).In [42], an asynchronous version of a parallel solution of the SCOPF, fairlysimilar to the one described above, is proposed. The solution method is embed-ded in a general programming model for exchange of messages and data amongprocessors which allows di�erent problems formulation and facilitates the map-ping of the application onto di�erent computer architectures. The method wastested using two test systems: the �rst one with 725 buses, 1212 branches, 76adjustable generators, and 900 post-contingency states; and the second one with1663 buses, 2349 branches, 99 adjustable generators, and 1555 post-contingencystate. Tests with the smaller system, on a shared-memory common-bus machinewith 9 nodes, achieved e�ciency values similar to the ones reported in [41]. In thetests with the larger system, in a 64 node distributed memory nCube machine,the achieved e�ciency was around 65 %.In [43], an asynchronous decomposed version of the SCOPF, based on thetechnique proposed in [44], was implemented in a network of DEC5000 worksta-tions using PVM. The method allows the representation of soft constraints tomodel operating limits which need not to be enforced sharply. Reported resultsindicate that the accuracy of the results is not a�ected by the lag in communi-cation.4.5 State EstimationState estimation is a basic module in the Energy Management System (EMS)advanced application software. Its main function is to provide reliable estimatesof the quantities required for monitoring and control of the electric power system.In almost all state estimation implementations, a set of measurements obtainedby the data acquisition system throughout the whole supervised network, atapproximately the same time instant, is centrally processed by a static stateestimator at regular intervals or by operator's request. Modern high speed dataacquisition equipment is able to obtain new sets of measurements every 1-10seconds but the present EMS hardware and software allow state estimation pro-cessing only every few minutes. It has been argued that a more useful stateestimation operational scheme would be achieved by shortening the time inter-val between consecutive state estimations to allow a closer monitoring of thesystem evolution particularly in emergency situations in which the system statechanges rapidly. Another industry trend is to enlarge the supervised networkby extending state estimation to low voltage subnetworks. These trends posethe challenge of performing state estimation in a few seconds for networks withthousands of nodes.The higher frequency in state estimation execution requires the developmentof faster state estimation algorithms. The larger size of the supervised networkswill increase the demand on the numerical stability of the algorithms. Conven-tional centralized state estimation methods have reached a development stagein which substantial improvements in either speed or numerical robustness are



not likely to occur. These facts, together with the technical developments on dis-tributed EMS, based on fast data communication network technology, opens upthe possibility of parallel and distributed implementations of the state estimationfunction.The information model used in power system state estimation is representedby the equation z = h(x) + ! (13)where z is a (m� 1) measurement vector, x is a (n� 1) true state vector, h(:) isa (m�1) vector of nonlinear functions, ! is a (m�1) measurement error vector,m is the number of measurements, and n is the number of state variables. Theusual choice for state variables are the voltage phase angles and magnitudeswhile the measurements are active and reactive power ows and node injectionsand voltage magnitudes.A distributed state estimation algorithm, based on dual recursive quadraticprogramming, is reported in [45]. The algorithm is aimed to perform distributedestimation at the bus level. Reported results indicate a limited computationalperformance. An improved version of this distributed estimator, including a dis-tributed bad data processing scheme, is proposed in [46]. In the work reportedin [47], the possibility of parallel and distributed state estimation implemen-tation was exploited leading to a solution methodology based on conventionalstate estimation algorithms and a coupling constraint optimization technique.The proposed methodology performs conventional state estimation at the arealevel and combines these distributed estimations in a way to eliminate discrep-ancies in the boundary buses. The proposed method was tested on a simulateddistributed environment with considerable speed up of the estimation process.4.6 Composite Generation-Transmission Reliability EvaluationThe reliability assessment of a composite generation-transmission system con-sists in the evaluation of several probabilistic indices such as the loss of loadprobability, expected power not supplied, frequency and duration, etc., usingstochastic simulation models of the power system operation. A conceptual algo-rithm for reliability evaluation can be stated as follows [7, 8]:1. Select a system state x, or a system scenario, corresponding to a particularload level, equipment availability, operating conditions, etc.2. Calculate the value of a test function F (x) which veri�es whether thereare system limits violations in this speci�c scenario. The e�ect of remedialactions, such as generation rescheduling, load curtailment, etc., may be in-cluded in this assessment.3. Update the expected value of the reliability indices based on the result ob-tained in 2.4. If the accuracy of the estimates is acceptable, stop. Otherwise, go back to 1.



Step 1 in the algorithm above is usually performed by one of the followingmethods: enumeration or Monte Carlo sampling. In both approaches, the numberof selected scenarios may reach several thousands for practical size systems. Step2 requires the evaluation of the e�ect of forced outages in the system behavior foreach of the selected scenarios. Static models (power ow) have been mostly usedin these evaluations although some dynamic models have also been proposed.Remedial actions may be simulated by special versions of an optimal power owprogram.Step 2 of the conceptual algorithm above is by far the most computer de-manding part of the composite reliability evaluation function. It requires thecomputation of thousands of power ow solutions. Fortunately, these computa-tions are independent and can be carried out easily in parallel. Step 1, also, canbe parallelized.One of the �rst attempts to parallelize the composite reliability evaluation isthe work described in [48]. In this work, a computer package developed for theElectric Power Research Institute (Palo Alto, USA), named Syrel, was adaptedto run on multicomputers with hypercube topology (Intel iPSC/1 and iPSC/2).Syrel uses the enumeration approach to perform step 1 of the conceptual com-posite reliability algorithm. Reported tests with medium size systems (101 and140 buses) show e�ciencies around 70% on the iPSC/1 and 46% on the iPSC/2(both machines with 16 processors). It should be pointed out that these rela-tively low e�ciencies may be explained by the di�culty in parallelizing a largecode (20,000 lines, 148 subroutines) originally developed for sequential comput-ers without substantial changes in the code.In [49], a parallel version of the Monte Carlo reliability evaluation algorithmwas implemented in a 16 node multiprocessor system based on the iAPX 286/287processor and a common bus shared memory architecture. Tests performed witha large scale model of an actual power system achieved an e�ciency close totheoretical maximum e�ciency.In [50], an extensive investigation of topologies for scheduling processes ina parallel implementation of a composite reliability evaluation method basedon Monte Carlo simulation is reported. Also, the important issue of generatingindependent random sequences in each processor is discussed. The schemes stud-ied were implemented in two computer architectures: a distributed memory 64nodes nCube 2 and a shared memory 10 nodes Sequence Balance. The powersystem model used in the tests is a synthetic network made up of three areaseach of which is the IEEE Reliability Test System. E�ciencies around 50% wasachieved in the nCube2 and closer to 100% on the Sequence Balance.4.7 Power Flow and Contingency AnalysisPower ow is a fundamental tool in power system studies. It is by far the mostoften used program in evaluating system security, con�guration adequacy, etc.,and as a starting point for other computations such as short circuit, dynamicsimulation, etc. Its e�cient solution is certainly a fundamental requirement forthe overall e�ciency of several integrated power system analysis and synthesis



programs. Therefore, it should be expected a great research e�ort in the paral-lelization of the power ow algorithms. That has not been the case, however, fortwo main reasons:{ The practical power ow problem is much more di�cult to parallelize thanother similar problems owing to the constraints added to the basic systemof non-linear algebraic equations.{ Very e�cient algorithms are already available which can solve large powerow problems (more than 1000 nodes) in a few seconds on relatively inex-pensive computers.More interesting investigatory lines are the parallelization of multiple powerow solutions (contingency analysis, for instance) and the speed up of power owprograms on vector and superscalar processors. In [51], it is proposed a versionof the Newton-Raphson power ow method in which the linearized system ofequations is solved by a variant of the Conjugate Gradient Method (Bi-CGSTABmethod) with variable convergence tolerance. Results of tests performed in aCray EL96 computer and a 616 buses model of the Brazilian power systemindicates a substantial speedup when compared with the conventional approach.4.8 Heuristic Search TechniquesThe use of heuristic search techniques, such as Simulated Annealing, GeneticAlgorithms, Evolutionary Computing, etc., in power system optimization prob-lems has been growing steadily in the last few years. The motivation for theuse of such techniques originates in the combinatorial nature of some problemscombined with di�cult mathematical models (multimodal search space, discon-tinuities , etc.). These technique have been applied to a variety of power systemproblems: generation, transmission, and distribution expansion planning, reac-tive power optimization, unit commitment, economic dispatch, etc. The resultsreported in the literature indicate that these heuristic search procedure have agreat potential for �nding global optimal solution to power system problems.However, the computational requirements are usually high in the case of largescale systems.Parallel implementations of these heuristic search methods have been pro-posed to overcome this di�culty. In [52], it is reported an implementation of aparallel genetic algorithm for the optimal long-range generation expansion plan-ning problem. The proposed method was tested on a network of Transputers andpresented a considerable reduction in computation time in comparison with aconventional approach using dynamic programming. In [53], a parallel simulatedannealing method is proposed for the solution of the transmission expansionplanning problem. The results obtained show a considerable improvement interms of reduction of the computing time and quality of the obtained solution.



5 Industrial ImplementationsMost of the applications of HPC in power systems e�ectively used in practiceare in the development of real-time simulators. In the following, some of theseimplementations are described.5.1 Real-Time Digital Simulator at TEPCOThis simulator, already referred to in section 4.1 of this paper, was developed byMitsubishi for Tokyo Electric Power Company [23]. The simulator is based on amulticomputer with 512 nodes developed by nCube with a hypercube topology.The multicomputer is interfaced with electronic apparatus through high speedA/D converters. This simulator was able to simulate in real-time the electrome-chanical transients of a system with 491 busses . The parallel algorithm usedin this simulator allocates one processor for each network bus. In this way, thedi�erential equations representing the dynamic behavior of system componentsconnected to a bus are solved in the corresponding processor. The algebraicequations representing the network model are allocated one for each processorand solved by a Gauss-Seidel like procedure. The e�ciency achieved in the pro-cess is very low as most of the processors time is spent in data communication.However, owing to the large number of processors available, it was possible toachieve the real-time simulation of a practical size power system.5.2 RTDS of Manitoba HVDC Research CenterThis simulator was developed with the objective of real-time simulation of elec-tromagnetic transients in HVDC transmission systems [54, 55]. The simulatoruses a parallel architecture based on state-of-the-art DSPs (Digital Signal Pro-cessors). A DSP is a processor specially designed for signal processing which isable to simulate power system transients with time steps in the order of 50ms to100ms. This allows the simulation of high frequency transients which are almostimpossible to simulate with the standard processors available in general purposeparallel machines owing to the clock speed of these processors. The software usedin this simulator is based on the same mathematical formulation described insection 4.1 and used in most modern digital electromagnetic transient programs[30].5.3 Supercomputing at Hydro-QuebecHydro-Quebec commissioned a Cray X-MP/216 supercomputer in its Centred'Analyse Numerique de Reseaux in 1991 to be used as a number crunchingserver for a network of Sun workstations [56]. This supercomputer has beenused for transient stability studies using the PSS/E package and electromag-netic transients computations using the EMTP program. In the case of transientstability, models of the Hydro-Quebec system with 12000 buses, which requiredup to 45 hours of cpu time for a complete study in a workstation, run in thesupercomputer in less than 2 hours.



6 ConclusionsHigh performance computing may be the only way to make viable some powersystem applications requiring computing capabilities not available in conven-tional machines, like real-time dynamic security assessment, security constrainedoptimal power ow, real-time simulation of electromagnetic and electromechan-ical transients, composite reliability assessment using realistic models, etc. Par-allel computers are presently available in a price range compatible with powersystem applications and presenting the required computation power.Two main factors are still impairments to the wide acceptance of these ma-chines in power system applications: the requirements for reprogramming orredevelopment of applications and the uncertainty about the prevailing parallelarchitecture. The �rst problem is inevitable, as automatic parallelization toolsare not likely to become practical in the near future, but has been minimizedby the research e�ort in parallel algorithms and the availability of more e�cientprogramming tools. The second di�culty is becoming less important with thematurity of the high performance computing industry.Likewise in the history of sequential computer evolution, a unique and over-whelming solution to the parallel computer architecture problem is not to beexpected. It is more likely that a few di�erent architectures will be successfulin the next few years and the users will have to decide which one is the mostadequate for their application. Moreover, it is likely that commercial processingapplications, which are now turning towards parallel processing, are the ones thatwill shape the future parallel computer market. However, to make this scenarioa little bit less uncertain, it should be pointed out the tendency in the parallelcomputer industry to make their products follow open system standards and thepossibility of developing applications less dependent on a particular architecture.References1. T.G. Lewis and H. El-Rewini. Introduction to Parallel Computing. Prentice Hall,New York, 1992.2. M.J. Quinn. Parallel Computing: Theory and Practice. McGraw-Hill, New York,1994.3. G.A. Geist and V.S. Sunderam. Network-based concurrent computing on the PVMsystem. Concurrency: Practice and Experience, 4(4):293{311, June 1992.4. B. Stott, O. Alsac, and A. Monticelli. Security analysis and optimization. Pro-ceedings of the IEEE, 75(12):1623{1644, December 1987.5. N.J. Balu and et al. On-line power system security analysis. Proceedings of theIEEE, 80(2):262{280, February 1992.6. Y. Sekine, K. Takahashi, and T. Sakaguchi. Real-time simulation of power systemdynamics. Int. J. of Electrical Power and Energy Systems, 16(3):145{156, 1994.7. M.V.F. Pereira and N.J. Balu. Composite generation/transmission reliability eval-uation. Proceedings of the IEEE, 80(4):470{491, April 1992.8. R. Billinton and W. Li. Reliability Assessment of Electric Power Systems UsingMonte Carlo Method. Plenum Press, New York, 1994.
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